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History
• Serendipity in discovering the puzzle and the research theme 

• Traversed through presentations at AOM/ OCIS, Warwick 
Business School, UGA, NYU, University of Lichtenstein among 
others

• Revised for 3rd journal submission (!) (Accepted to ISR 
October 2021)

• Topic novel in 2014- now ‘hot’- several studies on AI and 
autonomous tools
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Robin, a chip designer working at a major semiconductor design and 
manufacturing company, is tuning a tool for building the layout of a chip 
subsection. She attempts to generate three separate chip designs based on three 
sets of parameters which she has specified, hoping that the tool will produce 
several new promising designs by Monday morning. As she starts packing up for 
the weekend, she thinks to herself: “I hope some of these come out alright, but 
you never know.” On Monday morning, she logs into her workstation and 
downloads the finished designs from her design repository. One set of parameters 
failed to converge, thus not producing any results, while another set produced a 
subpar layout with regards to the speed and electrical interference requirements 
for her subsection. The third one, however, appeared to be promising. As Robin 
surveyed the intricate design produced by her tools, she thought to herself: “These 
designs are truly remarkable, but I honestly can’t make any sense of them—they 
seem somewhat random to me!” She then began the arduous labor of specifying 
a new round of runs by modifying the parameters that led to the third design.



The Setting

Human Agency

Technological Agency

Mutually constitutive
Socio-material agency

Nature
Of 
Agency?

Unique properties: Experience

Unique properties



Agency

iterative

projective

practical-evaluative

(Emirbayer and Mische 1998)



Table 1. Received accounts of socio-material agency and its epistemic foundations

Perspective Socio-material agency Human experience of 
enacting socio-material 
agency

Ex ante 
knowledge

Ex post 
knowledge

Representative citations

Distributed 
Cognition

Human agents extend their cognitive 
capacity and reach through tool use

Tight integration of iterative, 
evaluative, and projective 
dimensions of agency

Yes Yes Boland et al. 1994; Hutchins 1995; 
Hutchins et al. 1996; Mangalaraj et 
al. 2014; Shaft and Vessey 2006; 
Xiao et al. 2018

Critical 
Realism

Human and material agencies become 
imbricated in that they mutually 
constitute agency iteratively as new 
affordances emerge through learning

Non-deterministic integration of 
iterative, evaluative, and projective 
dimensions of agency within specific 
contexts

Partial Yes Fayard and Weeks 2007; Jung and 
Lyytinen 2014; Leonardi 2011; 
Leonardi 2013; Mutch 2013; Nan 
and Lu 2014

Actor-
Network 
Theory

Humans and technologies jointly 
possess capacities to “make a 
difference” based on their structural 
arrangements

Agency emerges only in structural 
arrangements, weakening the 
projective dimension of human 
agency while strengthening the 
iterative dimension.

Partial Yes Faraj et al. 2004; Hanseth and 
Monteiro 1997; Kavanagh and 
Araujo 1995; Latour 1987; Latour 
2005; Latour 2012; Latour et al. 
1992

Agential 
Realism

Material agency does not exist outside 
human agency and only comes to life 
when it is mutually constituted during 
entanglement

Agency emerges hic et nunc through 
performative enactment and 
emphasizes the practical-evaluative 
dimension of agency

Partial Yes Barad 2003; Beane and Orlikowski 
2015; Introna 2011; Orlikowski 
2007; Scott and Orlikowski 2014; 
Suchman 2006



What is the socio-material agency with 
autonomous tools?

Foundation for sociomaterial agency is the ex ante property of technological agency: during 
the deployment, its features are in principle knowable to human actors ex ante or ex post
(functional cause-effect relationships) 

Autonomous tools carry out cognitively complex tasks including synthesis, pattern 
detection, natural language processing, or prediction

• Agency opaque and inscrutable

• Procrastinated binding

• Non deterministic and self-learning

- Emergent properties of the  dynamic  computing environment

The processes and outcomes of such agency become in principle unknowable to human 
agency due complexity or apparent randomness of the agency (how projective and 
iterative agency relate)



Socio-material agency with 
autonomous tools?

These limits radically alter the reciprocal epistemic relationships between human 
agents and their tools, and influence the experience of enacting socio-material 
agency—an experience which can be characterized as being liminal.

The, liminality is produced by the co-presence of multiple, distinctively different 
forces and potentialities that shape human experience, the balance of which is a 
state of emergence marked by ambiguity and multifariousness. 

These forces and potentialities are concerned with what is known and not known 
about the input-output relationships of participating technologies.



The challenge

How do autonomous tools reshape the 
human experience of enacting socio-
material agency?
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Research Design: Explorative 
Comparative Case Study

• Two design automation strategies for a chip layout design (A 
highly cognitively complex task) at a global chip 
manufacturer 

• Both processes fully digitized- not a substitution logic study 
or a study of ‘computer’ impact (greenfieldautomation)

• 53 interviews with designers, tool developers, and 
management over 5 year period

• Covered 3 full design cycles (each 18-22 months) – Both large 
architecture changes and performance improvements



Schematic

Physical

library IEEE; use 
IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all; 
entity MUX2 is port (SEL, A, B: 
in STD_LOGIC; F : out 
STD_LOGIC); end; 
architecture BEHAVIOUR of MUX2 is 
begin –
descibed using a single process end

RTL

1Billion  5 Billion 
gates

18 months design 
cycle

300-400 designers
20-30 RTL coders
10-15 architects

Error prone

Tight Schedule



Research Design



Data collection
Visit # Time Project PS Designers SDD Designers Others Total

1 2010-11 Maplewood 1 (A) 2 (H, I) 6 9

2 2011-05 Maplewood 3 (A, B, C) 1 (H) 3 7

3 2011-11 Calverton 2 (B, C) 2 (J, K) 1 5

4 2012-05 Calverton 3 (B, C, D) 1 (J) 0 4

5 2012-10 Calverton 2 (B, C) 1 (J) 3 6

6 2013-02 Calverton 2 (B, D) 1 (J) 2 5

7 2013-05 Downton 1 (C) 1 (J) 3 5

8 2014-02 Downton 3 (E, F, G) 3 (J, K, L) 3 9

9 2014-05 Downton 1 (F) 1 (J) 6 8

Table 2. Interviews by Project and Work Domain

[1] “Others” includes all other non-physical designers such as tool designers, architects, managers. 
[2] The letter A to J in the parentheses denotes individual designers we interviewed. 
[3] Since project Downton, all the SDD designers we interviewed switched to PS approach.
We listed them in the SDD designers’ categories as the interviews cover important discussion about the difference between two approaches from SDD design  



Two families of tools
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Tool Characteristics
Structured Digital 
Design (SDD)—

Traditional

Physical Synthesis
(PS)—Autonomous

Capabilities

Incremental edits of 
iconic layouts 
representing the actual 
layout design

Complete edits of textual 
and iconic representations 
that parametrize a design as 
“experiment”

Runtime Short Long

Transparency
Transparent Black-boxed and 

ambiguous
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Structured Digital Design (SDD)—
Traditional Tools
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SDD—Designing with Traditional 
Tools

“[it is] easier to see ‘I am 
here and I need to get 
here’”
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SDD—Designing with Traditional 
Tools
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Design as a projective movement 
in a solution space

• Design processes as stages, 
spirals, or iterations involving 
agency through
problem/solution space 
(Newell & Simon 1972)

• Incrementally crafting a path

• Path dependence

• Preferred conditions
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Physical Synthesis (PS)—
Autonomous Tools
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PS—Designing with Autonomous 
Tools

“every time you run the PS 
tools, it completes the cells 
in completely different 
locations”
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PS—Designing with Autonomous 
Tools
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Design as a semi-random walk  in 
a solution space

• Design processes as 
multifarious movements in 
problem/solution space 
(Newell & Simon 1972)

• Experimentally discovering a 
solution

• Limited and punctuated 
path dependence

• No preferred conditions



Table 3. Differences in design processes leveraging traditional vs. autonomous tools
Concepts Traditional tools Autonomous Tools

Tools’ Behaviors Computation Serially executes the designer’s 
specific wiring and layout 
commands based on pre-
determined computational tasks.

Generates layouts automatically 
based on the goals and 
constraints provided by designers

Non-deterministic and self-
learning algorithms featuring 
built-in randomness.

Procrastinated binding Draws upon fixed computational 
resources to perform pre-
determined computational tasks 
at runtime.

Assumes procrastinated binding 
but the design outcome is not in 
principle affected by the 
availability of computational 
resources during the runtime due 
to the simplicity of the 
computation

Draws upon procrastinated 
binding of highly distributed and 
heterogeneous computational 
resources available at runtime.

The design outcome is 
significantly affected by the 
availability of computational 
resources during the runtime and 
procrastinated binding

Runtime It takes several minutes to update 
the layout with edits made by the 
designers.

It takes several days to generate 
the new layout based on 
constraints specified by the 
designers.

Execution of input Direct implementation of 
designers’ manual placement and 
wiring in digital form.

One of many possible solutions 
found by the algorithm that 
satisfy the constraints set by the 
designer.



Designers’ 
Behaviors

Action Uses the tools to extend cognitive 
capabilities in ways that help realize 
the design goals.

The designer directly manipulates the 
component placement and wiring, 
with full control over the actual 
layout.

Provides goals and constraints to 
restrict the behavior of the synthesis 
algorithm.

The designer has no control over the 
production of the actual layout during 
solution-generation.

Design approach Focus on the recent placement and 
wiring changes, deciding which exact 
changes to make, such as the 
placement of new components or new 
wiring. 

Focus on the set of inputs and 
constraints that yields the best results 
from the parallel experiments, while 
attempting to specify new sets of 
inputs and constraints that would lead 
the algorithm to generate a solution 
that meets all requirements. 

Temporal 
organization

Iterative:
The designer works with iterations that 
are limited in design scope.

Practical-evaluative:
The designer makes decisions with 
regards to new placements or wirings 
based on her knowledge of an 
appropriate solution, which is a direct 
descendant of the existing layout.

Projective:
In each iteration, the designer specifies 
exactly what changes should be made 
and expects them to be accurately 
implemented in the layout. 

Iterative:
The designer works with iterations that 
are expansive in design scope.

Practical-evaluative:
The designer makes changes by 
adjusting constraints and then chooses 
the “best” outcome from multiple 
layouts generated by previous 
experiments. 

Projective:
In each iteration, the designer tunes 
constraints but cannot fully foresee 
their effect on the produced layout.
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Towards A Theory of Designing 
with Autonomous Tools

1. The Liminality of Design Agency

2. The Emergent Temporality of Design

3. The Computational Performativity of Autonomous Tools
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The Liminality of Design Agency

• Tool are no longer mere extensions of human agency;

• Tool are not only ready-to-hand, but also present-to-hand;

• Design agency is now liminal, resides at the intersection of 
designers and their tools- not within the designer and his or 
her extensions enhanced by tools

• Close to Pickering’s (1993) idea of resistance in a mangle
• The resistances of the chamber “appeared as if by chance – they just happened. It just 

happened that when [the scientist] configured his instrument this way (or this, or this) it 
did not produce tracks, but when he configured it that way, it did” (p. 576, emphasis 
original).



Liminal agency

Human Agency

Computational Agency

Emergence Multiple 
Design 

Trajectories

Ambiguity due to unknowable 
input-output relationships 

Enactment of multifarious 
temporality

Dynamically Shifting Computing 
Environment
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The Emergent Temporality of Design

• Multiple, parallel histories;

• Multiple, potential futures;

• Designers weave all the time together multiple histories and 
futures.



31 The Computational Performativity of 
Autonomous Tools

• Humans do things with words, computers do things with 
code but the behavior is transient and not completely 
deterministic

• Procrastinated binding of resources- the performance differs 
and becomes performative due to ‘transient’ nature of 
computational processes

• Human and material agencies sometimes separable, 
sometimes inseparable;
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Contributions
• Theorize about the autonomous nature of digital computational tools and how 

it shapes overall ‘system level socio-material agency’

• How this agency shapes temporality and human experience 

• The liminal, ephemeral nature of agency (caught in between) and related 
shifts in the overall agency

• Impact on temporal orientation and changing nature of human agency 
(Emirbayer and Mische 1998)

• Stage-based design processes are no longer sufficient to understand use of 
autonomous tools; (involve multiple learning cycles, Seidel et al 2018a, 2018b)

• Designers work abductively together with tools, as opposed to deductively 
using tools (ex ante) or inductively learning with (ex post) tools
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